SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1678
Saturday 31 March 2018
Hares: Swollen Colon & Swollen Bits (VH?)
phuket-hhh.com
Our GM Who The Fuck Is Alice opened the circle by calling in the
hares, which already brought finger pointing between them and
uncertainty to the circle as Swollen Colon pointed to Swollen Bits
claiming she was a Virgin Hare while she vehemently shook her
head in the negative claiming it was her second haring while SC
loudly over-spoke her saying but she could get a free shirt if she
agreed. None of the circle was distracted by SC's sidetracking to
avert any thinking on Hash Shit being called, which wasn't too
likely seeing as the trails were well laid, although a bit thorny in
places. Oh, and the misdirections had quite a few errors and SC
hadn't bothered to list SB on the hareline as a hare. And they were
both called in for leaving their electrolyte packets and water bottles
along the way. Maybe it could be hash shit!!
We had a pack of virgins today
for which there was no shortage
of hashers willing to toss the ol'
ice water, seeing as there were
some young lasses with little on
their top halves to block the
view. The crowd was like a
pack of wolves!
Lucky Lek came in to name one of our members who's joining in on
the haring for the outstation run in Koh Lanta at the end of April. Since
“Pornsing” can't be named just any Sing, because one Sing means
Singha and one means Sing Gold already, and since Pornsing doesn't
sing, he barks, welcome to Sing Bark. [Outstation Run 2018, there's still space!]
Take it Off Put it ON, Run Shirts Truly Earned—Well Done!!

Bongkang

What Da Ya Mean

Mister Wanker

Butt Plug

Kiss My Ring

Our Hash Quack No Hope got in one of our newer members and sat him
on the ice then handed him 3 “hydration” beers as a reminder to everyone
that this is the hottest time of the year and everyone needs to make sure
they're hydrated before heading out on the trails so they don't end up like
this very healthy chap did last week when he collapsed 100 meters before
reaching the circle.
Here's a couple of suggestions: dissolve one packet of electrolyte into a
1.5 liter bottle of water and consume it within the 2 hours just before
running so you start off hydrated. Carrying a bottle of water to sip along
the way can go a long way to help keep you hydrated.
Keyhole was our Steward and did a grand job roasting
Swollen Colon about the size of his “member” which
turned out to be substantially larger than SC remembered.
Mr Fister was got in being one of our resident Tourist
Police Volunteers to answer why it is when a white guy
gets into a punch up with a white guy the charge is
Grievous Bodily Harm but if it's a black guy getting
punched up the charge is for impersonating a police
officer. Meanwhile Flying Dickhead replied, after asking
the chemist for some Vaseline and being told he had
none, then have you tried Boots?, “I wanted to slide in
there, not march!”. As Fungus was called in the circle
madly chanted “ice” but Keyhole kept him off then called
in Oh Yeah to demonstrate with Fungus the 4 kinds of
orgasm. Since it's Fungus writing these notes I can
assure you I heard nothing of what Keyhole said. I can
tell you that with Oh Yeah draped all over you there is a
5th kind of orgasm. Well done Keyhole and great Steward
spot, welcome back anytime.
New Shoes are always a treat for
the circle and today was no
different. Baldylocks and Houdini
were the lucky recipients of beerfilled shoes. And what do these
guys do? They stood there
comparing shopping for prices and
selection. Then they swilled down
the questionable contents. Well
done guys.
And off to the right is Twice
Nightly receiving the GM's special
attention for her 500 Run Shirt.
Well Done TN!
ON ON, Fungus (Scribe and On Sec this week)
JOIN US ALL NEXT WEEK FOR FUN AND FELLOWSHIP

